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1. Introduction*
This paper presents a computational analysis of metathesis patterns that distinguishes three
categories of metathesis that differ in their computational complexity. These categories are local
metathesis, bounded long distance metathesis, and unbounded long distance metathesis. Using the
formalism of finite state automata, it is established that the first two categories are subsequential, while
the third category is not (in fact, it is not even regular). These terms will be discussed in more detail
below, but the overall distinction is one of complexity: the subsequential class is more restrictive than
the regular class. Assigning a pattern to the subsequential class then identifies it as less complex than a
pattern that is non-regular. Furthermore, the patterns identified as subsequential are robustly attested in
the world’s languages, whereas the non-regular patterns are much less common and in fact only
attested diachronically. Thus this result suggests an upper bound for how complex a synchronic
phonological pattern can be.
The outline of this paper is as follows. Section 2 presents the Chomsky Hierarchy of language
patterns and discusses recent findings and hypotheses for where to classifying phonological patterns on
the hierarchy. Section 3 defines subsequential FSTs and demonstrates how they can be used to
describe phonological patterns. Section 4 presents the computational analysis of metathesis patterns.
Section 5 discusses the typological implications of the analysis, as well as the implications for
learning. Section 6 indicates directions for future work and concludes.

2. The Chomsky Hierarchy and the Subregular Hypothesis
Chomsky (1956) presents a means to classify languages and language patterns based on their
degree of complexity or how expressive they are. This hierarchy is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. The Chomsky Hierarchy
One use of the hierarchy has been to identify a difference in the complexity of patterns from different
domains of linguistic knowledge (Heinz and Idsardi 2011). For example, we know that at least some
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syntactic patterns are context free or context sensitive (such as English Nested Embedding (Chomsky
1956) and Swiss German Crossing Dependencies (Shieber 1985), respectively). Phonological patterns,
on the other hand, appear to fit into the regular class: Johnson (1972) and Kaplan and Kay (1994) have
shown that rewrite rules of the form A  B / C __ D, where A, B, C, and D are regular expressions,
describe regular relations. It is precisely rules of this type that we use to describe phonological patterns
(in an SPE style analysis).
However, in one sense the regular class is too large to directly coincide with the class of
phonological patterns: there are regular patterns that do not resemble phonological patterns. For
example, a pattern in which well-formed words have an even number of sibilants can be described by a
regular expression, but no such pattern is attested in the world’s languages. Thus it may be more
accurate to consider phonological patterns as belonging to a subclass of the regular class, in other
words to say that phonology is subregular (Heinz 2007, 2009, 2010). Such a hypothesis would be
supported if it could be shown that phonological patterns fit into a well-defined subclass of regular
relations.
One candidate for this subclass is the class of subsequential relations, which are a proper subclass
of the regular relations (Mohri 1997). It has been shown that common phonological processes, such as
epenthesis, deletion, substitution, local assimilation and dissimilation (Koirala 2010), and vowel
harmony (Gainor et al. 2011) fall into the subsequential class of relations. The analysis that will be
presented in Section 5 will show that local and bounded long distance metathesis patterns also belong
to this class.

3. Subsequential Finite State Transducers
Regular relations can be defined as those relations describable with the formalism of a finite state
transducer (FST) (for details see Beesley and Karttunen 2003). Subsequential relations are defined as
those describable with subsequential FSTs. Subsequential FSTs are a special kind of FST. Before
defining them formally, we convey the main ideas behind these machines through an example and
informal discussion.
Consider a relation called ‘voice assimilation’ that describes the common process of word-final
obstruent voicing assimilation. This relation would include the input-output pairs <kætz, kæts>, <kagz,
kagz>, etc. Figure 2 contains a fragment of the subsequential FST that describes this relation (just the
fragment relevant to the alternation of <kætz, kæts> is shown for clarity).

Figure 2. Fragment of subsequential FST for the relation ‘voice assimilation’
The states of the machine are numbered and labeled with an assigned string. This string is appended to
the final output of the transducer and is part of the machine’s definition (it is given by a function called
the sigma function, see below). The machine essentially reads in the input string /kætz/ and looks for
the trigger for the z/s alternation: that trigger is a word-final voiceless obstruent-z cluster. Thus
anytime it finds a voiceless obstruent it moves into state 1; if it does not then find a [z] it returns to
state 0 and continues with the next segment of the string. In most cases the machine just outputs the
same segment it read in, but if, while in state 1, it does find a [z], it ‘holds onto’ that [z] and moves
into state 2. This is represented by the z:ε transition, which means ‘input a z and output the empty
string’. So in state 2, the current output is [kæt]. If the end of the input string is reached, as it is in this
example, then the string mapped to state 2 by the sigma function, [s], is appended to the output:
[kæt+s] to give the correct result of [kæts]. In this way the machine achieves the desired alternation.
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Three characteristics distinguish subsequential FSTs from FSTs in general. First, they are
deterministic on the input, which means that at any given state, every possible readable input
transitions the machine to at most one other state. Second, their definition includes a function that
maps states of the machine to strings. These are the strings that are appended to the output if the end of
the input string is reached in that state. Third, all states are final.
Formally, a subsequential FST is a six-tuple τ = (Q, X, Y, q0, E, σ), where Q is a finite set of
states, X is the input alphabet, Y is the output alphabet, q0 ∈ Q is the initial state, E ⊂ (Q × X × Y* × Q)
is the transition function, and σ: Q ⇒ Y* is a partial function that assigns output strings to the states in
Q (definition from Oncina et al. 1993).
A path in τ is a sequence of transitions π = (q0, x1, y1, q1) (q1, x2, y2, q2)… (qn-1, xn, yn, qn) where q1
∈ Q, xi ∈ X, yi ∈ Y*, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Because τ is deterministic, the path can be written as π = (q0, x1, x2… xn,
y1, y2 …yn, qn). Let Π be the set of all possible paths over τ. The function realized by τ is the partial
function t: X* ⇒ Y* defined as t(x) = yσ(q) iff σ(q) is defined and (q0, x, y, q) ∈ Π (definition from
Oncina et al. 1993).
Subsequential FSTs permit at most one output for every input, though Mohri (1997) has
generalized them to p-subsequential machines that permit at most p outputs per input.
τ

τ

4. Analysis of Metathesis
Before turning to the analysis of metathesis, it is necessary to first clarify what types of patterns
are being considered as metathesis, since there is some variation in how the term is used in the
literature. Metathesis is typically defined as an alternation in which two segments switch positions, as
in the Rotuman example in (1) (from Churchward 1940).
(1) hula  hual

‘moon’

In (1), the incomplete form of the noun is derived from the complete form via a process of word-final
CV metathesis. Another class of patterns that has been described involves a single segment moving
leftward or rightward from its original position. A diachronic example from Spanish is in (2) (from
Lipski 1990):
(2) *costra > crosta ‘crust’
Some authors refer to the pattern exemplified in (2) as ‘displacement’ rather than metathesis, since
only one segment moves. However, it is possible to analyze the pattern in (1) the same way, with only
the vowel moving rightward. In that sense, the movement is the same as in (2) – it just takes place over
a shorter distance.
The following analysis does not distinguish patterns based on how many segments move: both of
the pattern types exemplified in (1) and (2) are classified as metathesis. A distinction will be made,
however, based on how far the segment(s) move. Specifically, the relevant distinction is between a
local (or adjacent) pattern and two types of long distance (non-local) patterns.

4.1. Local metathesis
A local metathesis pattern is one in which the segments involved are adjacent, as in the Rotuman
example above in (1). Additional examples are shown in (3) (Churchward 1940).
(3) a.
b.

tiko  tiok
hosa  hoas

‘flesh’
‘flower’

The Rotuman pattern can be described with the rule C1V2  V2 C1 / V1 __ #: the adjacent segments
C1V2 appear in the opposite order when in the context of being word-final and following a vowel.
More generally, a local metathesis pattern can be described with a rule of the form ab  ba / C __ D,
where C and D are regular expressions that define the contextual trigger for the metathesis. Such a
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pattern can also be described with a subsequential FST. An FST for the Rotuman pattern is shown in
Figure 3. For readability, this machine abstracts away from the actual segment inventory of Rotuman
and uses generic C(onsonant) and V(owel) labels on the transitions. Without this abstraction away
from the inventory, the machine would be much larger, requiring separate states and transitions for all
possible CV combinations.

Figure 3. Subsequential FST for the Rotuman metathesis pattern
To see how the FST works, consider the derivation of tiok from tiko. Again the machine reads in
the input string one segment at a time; as it reads in the input it is looking for the context of metathesis
(a word-final VCV sequence). To start, it takes the transition marked C:C out of state 0, and this
corresponds to reading in the initial [t] and just outputting that [t]. It then proceeds to state 1 via the
V:V transition, again just reading in the [i] and outputting [i]. When it next reads in another consonant,
it proceeds to state 2 via the C:ε transition, which again means that nothing is outputted and the C
segment is being ‘held’. The reason the machine holds onto the segment is that it has seen a portion of
the context for metathesis: it has seen a VC. It now has to confirm whether the rest of the context is
present before deciding what to do with the held consonant. It then moves to state 3 via the V:ε
transition – it again has to hold onto the vowel until it determines that the VCV sequence is word-final.
Since the end of the input string has been reached, the sequence is in fact word-final and the machine
returns the held CV (‘ko’) in the opposite order via the sigma function, which has mapped the string
VC to state 3. If the metathesis context had not been found, say if the input turned out to be just tik,
then the held segment (‘k’) would have just been returned by the sigma function when the string ended
in state 2. Thus a local metathesis pattern can be described by a subsequential FST and is therefore
subsequential.

4.2. Long distance metathesis: bounded
In long distance (LD) metathesis patterns the segment(s) involved in the movement move over an
intervening string of one or more segments. An example (from Davidson 1977) is found in Cuzco
Quechua, in which a liquid and glide segment exchange positions over an intervening vowel:
(4) yuraq  ruyaq

‘white’

Such a pattern can be described by a rule such as aBc  cBa / C __ D, where B represents a string of
intervening segments. In the case of Cuzco Quechua, B just represents the single intervening vowel.
More generally, as long as the number of segments in B is bounded (i.e. there exists some k such that
the length of B is less than or equal to k), then B represents a finite number of strings and a
subsequential machine with finitely many states can be constructed to accommodate all of those
strings. Such a pattern is called a bounded long distance metathesis pattern. An abstract version of the
machine that can describe this class of patterns is in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Subsequential FST to describe the class of bounded long distance metathesis patterns
In the machine in Figure 4, ‘B’ actually represents a series of transitions and states – however many
would be required to accommodate all of the strings bounded by length k. But other than that the
machine works the same as the one for the local metathesis cases in Figure 3; it reads in the segments
and holds the ones that potentially form the context for metathesis. In this case the metathesis is
accomplished by the transition marked ‘c:cB’ – the ‘c’ segment is returned in front of the intervening
string.

4.3. Long distance metathesis – unbounded
Compare the Cuzco Quechua bounded long distance pattern to one such as in South Italian Greek,
exemplified in (5) (Rohlfs 1924):
(5)

Classic Greek
kopros
gambros

South Italian Greek
kropo
grambo

‘dung’
‘son-in-law’

The data in (5) show a diachronic process of liquid metathesis that is also common to several of the
Romance languages. Again such a pattern could be described with a rule such as aBc  cBa / C __ D,
but in this case the description of the pattern does not specify or restrict how many segments the liquid
crosses over. It always moves to the initial onset, but how many segments it crosses over to get to that
position depends on the length of the word (i.e. in the above examples it crosses over two and three
segments, respectively, but in a hypothetical word like gambobros it would have to cross over five
segments). This means that the length of the intervening string B also depends on the length of the
word, which in turn means that with no principled upper bound on the length of B, there is no k such
that the length of the intervening string B is less than or equal to k. Thus, such a pattern is an
unbounded long distance metathesis pattern.
Unbounded LD metathesis patterns cannot be described by a subsequential FST. Looking again at
the machine in Figure 4 for the bounded LD cases – we noted that ‘B’ in the machine actually
represents the set of states and transitions needed to read in any of the finite number of strings bounded
by k. In particular, the ‘B:ε’ transition from state 1 to state 2 represents all the segments that the
machine has to hold onto as it checks for the metathesis triggering context. Without that upper bound
of k, the set of strings represented by ‘B’ is no longer finite – it is infinite, and therefore the machine
cannot be constructed (i.e. it cannot have finitely many states). Thus, unbounded LD metathesis
patterns are not subsequential, and in fact, they are not even regular, since no FST can be constructed
to describe them.

5. Further implications
In the previous section, it was shown that two categories of metathesis – local and bounded long
distance – are subsequential, while a third category – unbounded long distance – is not. Interestingly,
this distinction is reflected in the typology of metathesis patterns: the subsequential patterns are also
the ones attested synchronically, while the patterns that are not subsequential are only attested
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diachronically. More precisely, there appear to be no synchronic cases of unbounded long distance
metathesis (Harris and Halle 2005, Buckley 2011). A summary of these findings is presented in Table
1.
Metathesis pattern
Local
Bounded LD
Unbounded LD

Regular
√
√
X

Subsequential
√
√
X

Attested
synchronic
synchronic
diachronic

Table 1. Typology of metathesis patterns
Since subsequential relations are a proper subclass of regular relations, as noted above, then the result
that local and bounded LD metathesis patterns are subsequential necessarily means they are regular as
well. Unbounded LD metathesis, however, is neither subsequential nor even regular.
These distinctions raise two significant questions. One is why are the synchronic patterns
subsequential? The hypothesis we are supporting, along with those cited above who have likewise
classified other phonological patterns as subsequential, is that subsequentiality is a psychologically
real boundary for what makes a possible pattern a phonological one. The second question is, if
phonological patterns are restricted to the subsequential class, why do non-subsequential/non-regular
patterns appear even diachronically? One answer that has been argued for by Blevins and Garrett
(1998, 2004) is that certain phonetic cues can extend over multiple segments – this anticipatory
coarticulation is then misperceived as the segmental source originating in a different position. The
segment is then eventually reanalyzed as being in this position, and the result is what appears
diachronically to be movement or metathesis. The types of cues susceptible to such bleeding over
segments include rhoticity and aspiration – the very types of sounds that appear in unbounded LD
metathesis patterns.
The analysis presented above has implication for learning as well. As stated before, these findings
on metathesis support the hypothesis that phonology is not only regular, but subsequential. This
establishes a tighter computational bound on the set of possible phonological patterns than that posited
by Johnson (1972) and Kaplan and Kay (1994). From the learning perspective, this means that the
hypothesis space can be restricted to subsequential patterns. Indeed, the class of subsequential relations
is identifiable in the limit from positive data, and existing algorithms can provably identify
subsequential patterns (Oncina et al. 1993).

6. Conclusions and future work
Though algorithms such as OSTIA (Oncina et al. 1993) exist that can learn subsequential patterns
from positive data, the amount of data required for them to learn phonological patterns does not appear
to be present in dictionaries (Gildea and Jurafsky 1996). However, as Gildea and Jurafsky’s study
indicates, algorithms may do much better if the hypothesis space for phonological patterns can be
further restricted beyond just the subsequential class. In fact, just as the regular class is too large
because regular patterns exist that are not phonological, subsequential patterns also exist that are not
phonological (i.e. subsequentiality is a necessary, but not a sufficient criterion for a phonological
pattern). Thus phonology may actually correspond to a subclass of the subsequential class. More work
is needed to identify what that class might be.
To conclude, it has been established that local and bounded long distance metathesis patterns
belong to the subsequential class of relations. A third type of metathesis, unbounded long distance
metathesis, does not belong to this class, and in fact does not even belong to the regular class.
Nonetheless, this non-regular metathesis type appears to be restricted to the diachronic domain, and
thus the analysis presented here provides evidence for limiting synchronic phonology and the learning
hypothesis space to the subsequential class.
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